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wood et al. successfully reported the formation of a tridentate
carboxamide via a green reagent t-butylhydrazide ( scheme58
) [10]. the reagent was used in the mizoroki-heck reaction and
the mechanomilled by-products were solely confirmed by x-
ray crystallography and in vitro screening for biocidal
activities. impact of mechanochemical transformations on the
syntheses of heterocyclic systems was demonstrated via an
example of n-arylidenesulfonamides (ar-so2nhso2h) (
scheme59 ) [11]. our group has recently reported an atom-
economical synthesis of urea, thiourea, amide, and other
heterocyclic-compounds under mechanomilling conditions via
the use of solvent-free conditions ( scheme60 ) [16]. high
yields and stereoselectivity were obtained with different nitro-
aromatics. commercially available p-dicyandiamide was found
to be equally effective in this reaction which served as a
consequence of its high boiling point. this disclosed
methodology is in our opinion, the most cost-effective, time-
efficient and environment-friendly protocols for the synthesis
of heterocyclic compounds. now, the energy generated is
utilized instead of being disposed off; therefore this allows
utilization of chemical energy in a clean way. hydrogen
gas/fatigue engine (also known as hydrogen economy) is
another method used to produce mechanical energy by the
reaction with the free radicals generated by the catalyst in the
presence of water and light [23]. now a days, the world's first
hydrogen gas/fatigue engine (high-pressure hydrolysis) has
been commercially operated in japan in the laboratory since
early 80s and the project continues in full swing currently [24].
it is a non-polluting, non-toxic, renewable and a green
technology that provides limitless cheap energy. the hydrogen
gas/fatigue engine uses the mechanical energy, generated by
the reaction of water with an oxidation agent (redox agent), to
power a motor, and provides a safer and cleaner alternative to
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fossil fuels [25]. the energy released during the energy
generation process of hydrogen gas/fatigue engine is
equivalent to that of other typical fuels like fossil fuels, diesel,
coal, etc., which is obtained without combustion. moreover,
this is a low-cost and non-polluting technology that produces
water during the energy generation process. hydrogen
gas/fatigue engine has been classified into two categories
based on the type of reaction that is employed in the energy
generator, namely, water gas/fatigue engine (reaction: water
+ energy = h2 + heat or steam) and coal gas/fatigue engine
(reaction: coal + energy = h2 + heat or steam) [26].
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